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SUPPORTING James Newberger FOR US Senate 

 

Chinese American Alliance Action (CAA-Action), a National non-government organization 

headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, with grassroots members of Chinese Americans across the 

United States, is proud to announce that we endorse Minnesota State Representative James 

Newberger as the Republican candidate for U.S. Senate representing the State of Minnesota. 

CAA-Action promotes common sense values of traditional American families and safeguards 

the right of equal protection with an emphasis on Chinese and Asian American communities to 

foster dialogue among all Americans. Members of CAA-Action believe in hard-working, 

economy, planning, education, law and order. They believe that those who work harder can be 

rewarded more. Rep Newberger represents these values. 

CAA-Action believes that Rep Newberger is the most qualified to represent working 

Minnesotans in U.S. Senate. He has spent his whole career fighting for people in Minnesota: As a 

paramedic, he has fought for their lives; as a Representative in the Minnesota House, he has 

fought for their freedom and their jobs. Both require the ability to find a winning solution in a no 

win scenario, and Rep Newberger has done it. Rep Newberger has proved he is an effective 

advocate for race equity, social justice, acceptance, and economic opportunity. 

CAA-Action appreciates that Rep Newberger has many accomplishments in his public service 

history. Most recently in May 2018, he was the first to speak out in the Minnesota’s state 

legislature to amend the Minnesota data disaggregation bill which was a discriminatory bill that  
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sought to use race, skin color, and ethnicity in Minnesota public K-12 schools and which would 

have segregated Asian Americans into different subgroups for education purposes. 

Following the endorsement, CAA-Action members will organize fundraising and volunteering 

activities to support Rep Newberger’s Senate campaign. We are proud to stand behind Rep 

Newberger. Please join us in making donations to and voting for Rep Newberger for U.S. Senate. 
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